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• ~.. ..r 
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L 
' ' b ·."<· ., .... '. • ''' 
u. 
This thesis presents the results and analysis of afield s·tudy. ' . 
conducted to detetmine surcharge·effects o~~a steel sheet ptle bulkhead. 
•• "' ,I . 
Slope indicator and strain gage data were·used to determine the loads, 
·, 













slope Indicators and transit and tape surveys. The performance and 
accuracy of the instrumentation and data are revieWed, with respect to 
the effect on the results. 
Large axial loads and mdments which developed on one of the 
.. 
instrum~nted sheet; pi 1 ing due to driving into soi·l ·were observed. 
The development of soi 1 a~ch irag or other means of reduc i·ng load 
on the bulkhead was evident. 
It is concluded that the effeci~ of wall friction should be 
. 
included when flexible bulkheads with granular su~charges are designed. 
In addition, this study corrobor~ted the results of previous field studies 
with respect to observed moment reductioh (compared to the theoretical) 
\ 
for bulkheads when normally loaded by backfillir,g. 
,· 
' . 
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' . 
*Obj,ect, i1Ve ,c;tn,d Sc9pe of .~rogram, 
The objective of the test pr-ograrn. was··to determine the effect 
~f surcharge on_·a steel sheet piling bu.lkhead. In recent years, a number 
of p~ototype steel sheet piling bulkheads have bee_n ,instrumented. (1, 2., 
3, 4, .5, 6, 7). I~ addition, a numbet of model ~nd theoretical studies 
have been made i' n order to deve 1 op rea 1 is tic design methods for bu 1 kheads 
l ..... 
( 8 , 9 , 1 0, l 1 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15, 16, 1 7 ; 18 , 19) • These tests and s t ud i es 
<$ 
" have produced much valuable information and serious attempts to·develop 
better design criteria and methods have resulted; however, there is little 
field information on the effect of surcharge on flexible bulkheads.· 
the scope o~f th f s investigation; wh i 1 e exper imenta 1 ly 1 im i ted 
to the dete(mination of surcha~ge effects on a bulkhead. inelud~s results 
of backfilling the bulkhead prior to placing the surcharge. 
Corrmon desigh methods in general use in this eountry include· 
-free earth support; .fixed earth support, equivalent beam and Tschebotari-
off*s modification of the equivalent beam. The free earth sopport method 
has been modi f I ed and updated by using RONe' s f 1 ex i bi 1 i ty proeedu re. I i'l 
all of these methods the pressure against the bulkhead is usually 
calculated by the classical Rankine-Coulomb methods. Lat era 1 bu 1 khead 
pressure due to surface loads other than bulk materials are generally 
c~lculated by Sp~ngler 1s adaptation of the Boussinesq fofmula · (20). 
' Rowe•s flexibility method of bulkhead design gives results 
similar to those developed by·Tschebotarioff's method when steel,sheet 
' pile bulkheads are used.· For.stiff bulkhea·ds, suc:h as those made of 
' ,'• .. 
, .. 
• • I 
. . . 
... , . . . 
,·.;.~;-.. r .. -- -- -
. 
- - ---- --- ------- - . 
' ' 
r., -
I . . . , 
• I • ' 
·/ 
, .. 
" ' , 
i,.. ....... - •• - ---
\ 
; I' . '.-·~ ' . 
" ' I. , 3 •. ', I' 1 
. ' . 
c·oncrete, ROiie is method give~· more consetvat i ve resu 1 ts. 
' ' . 
Subgrade reaction methods (21, 22, 23, 24) of.analysis have been.· 
propOs·ed and appear to more nearly reflect th~ effect of the loads on·J· ... --
bulkheads, out the difficulty ih using these methods. 1ies in the almost· 
impossible task of defining soil response from existing soil test data. 
. . 
. - r---4 I\, 'Many bulkheads have been greatly ov.erloaded (as defined by exist• 
ing design and analytical methods) principally by surface surcharges such 
as iron ore and other bulk materials (2?). No bending failures due to 
,· .• i-. 
overloading of steel $heet piling bulkheads have been reported. -Therefore, 
' 
it is evideht that the computations of bulkhead loads and bending stresses 
(not anchor loads) due to any cause by exist ihg methods are conservative~· 
1.3 Exper im~n,t~ l ~h!1 th~b9ret it;~ l,, ~rocedyr~ 
·There are several methods by which the effects of surcharge on 
bulkheads ~ay be determined experimentally. These inclLlde direct methods 
such as placing pressure ce11s at the soil-bulkhead interface and/or ~ 
indirect methods such as measuring sheet pi 1 ing strain or curvature (slope) 
changes. The reliability of ~train and slope change ~easurements appeared 
better than other types of measurements. The.experimental procedure con-
.. 
sisted of attaching strain measuring de~ices and receptacles for inserting 
slope measuring devices to the sheet piling before the piling was driven. 
establishing instrument~tton ze~os, and takin§ measurements of the strain 
. and slope changes, after placement, due to surcharge changes. · 
1h~ theoretical procedure for finding the pressure was to deter-
mihe moments from slope changes, she~rs frbm the change of moment between 
two points and pressures by the ch~nge in shear between two points. · In_ 
additioh, differentiation was used for checking the above by taking 
.' . . '~r ·.- ~ 












successive slopes of the moment distribution curve, which are ordinates 
,,'/ 
of,the shear cu~ve, and so on to the pressure curve. These pressure curves 
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·11, •. W,HARF D~S IGN,, C.ONST,RUCil.qN AND .. l,N,S,T,R.UM~.NTATI.O,N '. I ' . 
2 .,1 · ·wh~rf Design 
Th~ bulkhead oh whrch the test progfam:was cdhducted was the 
· 450-ft extension to the existing coal fie1d wharf at the Sparrows Point 
Plant of Bethlehem Steel ·corpo_ratton. The plant is located on the upper 
reaches of Chesapeake Bay. 'Const'ruct ioh of the wharf sta.rted in January 
1962 and was completed in October 1962. 
The coal wharf is used for receiving ahd·storing coal. Coal is 
brought in on ba~ges and unloaded by any one of th·ree· bridges. ,A conveyor 
0 
-· ' 
also runs on that portion of the wharf immediately behind the bridge rails. 
2.1.1 Site Cond.itions 
.. 
The site is sheltered and has a normal tidal variation of 1.5 
feet. At times, weath~r conditions have raised the height of the 
water to +7.0 feet and lowered it to -4.0 feet. From 1935 to date . , 
· the lowest water elevation ha~ .. been •2.0 feet. The norma1 mean low 
i 
water leve 1 is -1 .5 feet.· 
· Fig. 1 shows the sot 1 profile· along the bulkhead of the 450-ft 
• 
wharf extension. The water depth was approximately 20 feet. The 
soil from the top dCMn consisted of a stratum of sandy silts, clayey 
.- $and and sandy clay. The Jgc.tions of the borings along the bulkhea~ 
are sho.AJn, as are the blows per foot of the 211 O.D. samp1ing spoon. 
The·standard spoon was driven one foot, with a~ 140-lb weight dropped 
... ·, ,~., ' 30 inches. 
, "' ,,r·_ . 
The $ilt was -removed from the site area, including the coal field, 
-
·and fill cohsisting of plant ref~se (miscellaneous material such ~s 
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No organic material is. mixed with the refuse.· Dry we,ght of the 
plant refuse is approximately 120 pcf. 
With the exception of the'Silt, the soil is d.ense and soil <I.?. 
CJ ' 
conditions are excel lent for bulkhead construct.ion. 
2.1.2. Wharf Geom~~ry 
Figures 2 and 3 show the plan and:, elevat.ion of the coal field 
and Wharf. -The sheet piling serves as a cut-off wall behind the 
-batter- and coal-bridge-support pi 1 ing. 
Th is type of wharf was used s·o that· the support system could be 
{ ' 
placed in front of the sheet piling rather th~h in ihe coal field 
. "'~· ' ' 
where bridge buckets may damage tie-backs. 
The original portion of the wharf was constructed of concrete 
sheeting and tie-backs. The sheeting was plac~d immediately behind 
the fender system • 
. Since b~rges are constantly increasing in ·size·- co~sequently 
drawing more water -- the wharf was designed to handle barges drawing 
!,~~t:;ll:,.,-:7'' 
.25 feet. The soil in front of the piling would then have to be 
dredged to -27.5 feet, but for the present the dredged depth i~ 
limited to -21.5 feet. 
2-.• 1 .3 · ~cJid i ng on Wha rif 
) 
Figure 4 shCMs the est·imated loads applied to the bulkhead. 
'Moments for the backfilled an~ surcharged conditions for a dredged 
-
depth of -21 •. 5 feet are also· shown. The fixed ec;arth support method 
. .was used in the ca 1cu lat ions. 
A comparison of the support load, maximum moment, and location 
of the maximum moment below the support are giv.en in Table 1 for the 
I ' 










several design methods. 
• 
\ ' • .,j 
·~ 
' . 
''.. ,,· ' .. ',, 
1 •... 
. '1. ' 
I -
t,' - • • 
-, . ,; -'· , . 
·2.2 Wharf Construction 




. T~e construction proc~du~e consisted ot five steps. The first 
step was to dredge the area of the soft, silty material in the . 
. · channel as well as in the co~l field area. The second step consisted 
of·making. a fill behind the bulkhead to an elevation of +2 feet, 
_using misce11~neous fill. This fill was constructed by trucks. The 
third step consisted of ~emoving the top· of the fill by dragline to 
an elevation of -5.0 feet so that a floating pile rig could operate 
immediately behind the bulkhead in order· to drive the piling. The 
fourth phase consisted of driving the piling and applying the concrete 
cap and deck. the fifth step included the placing of fill behind the 
bulkhead after completion of the concrete work. While the fourth 
phase Was in progress, the remainder of the coal field was being 
. 
filled to Elevation +5.0 feet, the elevation for the coal field. 
Ft g. 5 shows the sequence of steps at Betit 18. 
·2.2.2 -Pile Driving 
. Pile driving started_from t.he end of the existing wharf and 
progressed outward. Driving tecords of the zp· 38 paired sheet pt ling 
- -- ... -··- ··~~··----~-··· ''""-·---~-···--···-------
' ·show that~ the number of blows per last f'.oot of penetration varied- from 
' ' 
" 
:48 to 250.using a McKietnan~Terry 11B3 hammer, and from 40 to 70. 
_ using the Vu 1 can O hammer. The inst rument~d pi 1 i ng was ·d r i ·ven by the 
Vulcan O hammer~ The resistance to driv(ng of the _instrumented· 
sheeting and Hcapiling indicated that all of the penetrated. ~oil was 
dense and afforded excellent support .for the .wharf structure. 
' ' . 
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. . 
lns·trumentation · -· . . . ' . . ' .-. :'. 
2 • 3 • 1 Ph i 1 qs ophy r . . 
· The number· of measurable. ·quaht·ities in this. particu·la.r field·· 
.. · ' 
~', •,(II•. 1~t• 
stud~ is quite large. These include surcharge (horizontal) pressure. 
p.ore, intergranular and totc1l soil pressures, bulkhead pressures, 
movement, strain (stresses) and shape, batter pile _strains, etc. All · 
of the above measurements involve the determination of a change in 
length and may be measured by various transducers. Many existing 
transducers are not suitable for use in a soil-water environment • 
. This is usually due to the fact that most ttansducers or connections 
are not adequately constructed to be protected from physical damage 
-, 
/"'. 
such· as may occur during pi le driving or from short-ci'rcuiting and/or 
disbonding when inmersed in water. 
) 




placed on direct measurements in the soil phase of the 2-phase system~ 
\ 
'"" Redundancy °'of measure!Y'e~,t systems on the sheet pi le bulkhead was 
\ 
desirable as other inves~igators had experienced· difficulties with 
SR4 gages. 
' . 
. A study of this type necessarily involves the time factor. Sur-\ 
- . 
. eharge changes result in changes in bulkhead configurations. Since 
these changes can occur over short periods (~ours) or many days, 
manual or, preferably, automatic rec-ord-ing of data is necessary. 
The placement of the transducers influencei th~ accuracy of the 
results as well as the length of time the instrumentation is effective • 
. Whenever possi·ble, the strain gages were placed above the water 1irie • 
. ¥ 
- .. ~-,... ~ 
. "' 
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Strai,n pages. 
SR4 gages were·mounted bn the flanges of three ZP 38 sheet 
pi 1 i h g as s how-u-~ i n F i gs • 6 and 7 • : An ext e rna 1 b r id ge at each po i n t 
. 
. 
of measurement was formed, so as to e,1 iminate· the effect of the 
1· 
. shiefded lead wire res·istance. Similar gage configurations were· 
instal 1.ed on the two anchor H-pi 1 ing on either side .of the instr-u-
mented sheet piling and the bridge support p11ing. 
The number and l9catlon of the SR4 gages would permit recordihg 
of adequate data from which the axial and bending stresses in the 
H-pi1irig could be determined. This .information could then be used 
to ihdirectly establish the intensity and distribution of the 1atera1 
loads on the sheet piling caused by the coal field surcharge. 
Calibration of the SR4 g~ges on the sheet piling was accomplished 
by interlocking two ZP 38 sections together and forming a simple beam 
by placing them horizontally on two wood supports. KnONn loads were 
placed at the centerline of the span ahd strain readings we~e taken. 
A return to the initial strain readihg was ~ccomplished after several 
1 o~d i ng eye 1 es • 
The ~R4 gages for the H•piling were inst~lled on short sectiotis. 
These sectibns were theri spliced to the H-pil.ing when th~y were very 
close to the termination of driving. Fol lowing the spl icihg of the 
-short instrumented sections, the H-piling w_as driven several feet 
~ •• • ••a 
to tomplete the driving. 
\. 
Details of the shie_lded SR4 gage lead wires·and protective· 
channel are shCMn in Fig. 8. the severe conditions, driving and water 
immersion, which the SR4 gages were subjected to dictatE;d the care .t, • 
. ... 
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' . 2.3.3 S1ope Indicators ~' 
Slope indicator pipes were fastened at the neutral axis of the 
__ same sheet pi 1 i ng to which SR4 gages were attached~ Fi gs. 9 and 10 
' . .. 
shON the details of the installat.ion. The Wilson slope indicator has• 
been described in the literature but wi11 also be brief.ly described 
here. It is a device to determine the slope o~ a member for a 
J 
standard length element. An internal pendulum swings along a call-
brated resistance to give a resistance reading. The maximum angle 
from vertical position that the model used in this investigation could 
I 
make is 8 degrees. A plastic tube with 4 grooves spaced at 90° in 
\ 
the tube interior was placed in the steel pipe after the sheet piling 
was driven and the concrete cap placed@ Sand was vibrated into the 
' 
annular space between the p1astic tube and steel pipe. 
The grooves ih the plastic tube guide the slope indicator wheels 
(180° apart) and are~ oriented that one set of grooves is parallel 
/,y 
to the bulkhead line and the other set perpendicular. As the pendulum 
swings in .line with the guide wheels, the perpendicular and para11e1 
profiles of the sheet piling may be determined when the slope indicator· 
is used in both sets of guide grooves. The slope indicator is a 
rugged instrument and ts well suited for its purpose. Since its 
operatic~ is manual, the cost of ustng the instrumeht is higher than 
. ·.· an electrical type of transducer Which can have various types of II .. - -
',.·.' ! ' . 
. ,· 
automatic recording devices attached to it. 
· 2~3.4 Surcharg~ Pressure Gages 
t ' Pressure gages were placed at several 1ocations -in the coal field 
· behind the instrumented pi 1 ing as shown in Fig. 11. These gages were 
. _-. ,_;_. ·~· -. ·~-=--·---- . 
'"' , I . 







to be Used to determi~e the verttcil surcharge pressures. The equip-
ment consisted of small capacitor type trans~ucers. oscillator, bridge 
' 
.... ·:··· ... detector ~nd amplifier. A recorder was cohne~ted to the indicatihg 
'fl . 
· equipment using a s~epping telay, 4-pole. 10~position round and round~ 
type with timer for sequentially selecting each channel. 
A d~vice for reoordtng.the su~charge pressure was partlcu1afly 
/ 
desitab1~ si~ce co~l -i~ transferred in and o~t of the fteld on a 
continuous b~sit •. At times, particular pfles of coal were not touched 
for several days or more, but·the amount and location of coal and 
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Post driving stresses ~~re determined by taklng the differenc~ 
in gage readings between the no-load condition and immediately af.ter 
driving. The zero load condition for the s.heet piling was taken as those 
gage r·eadings recorded.while the pi 1 ing was hung from a crane. , 
' Fig. 12 shOJJs the axial loads and bending moments along the 
sheet piling due to driving the pile into the soi 1. Ohly those stresses· 
where SR4 gage readings were obtained on both flanges·are shown. Readings 
were obtained at gage locations 6 and 10 on the south flange. 
Uhfortunatelyt durihg the driving of the instrumented sheet 
piling at Bent 26 the lead wires became entangled with adjacent piling and 
pulled the wi~es away from all gages. The only ·SR4 gage data on the sheet . , 
piling after backfi'll wa~ placed were obtained at Bent 18. 
3 .2 LAtera 1 ,L,oaq, ing 
• 
The method used to construct the wharf is similar to that of a 
11 fi 11 11 bulkhead. The concrete cap was placed after the sheet and H-pi 1 ing 
were driven. As a result. construction activity around the slope indicator 
? / 
pipe prevented installation of the plastic tube in the pipe ·until after 
the concrete was placed and backfillihg had ·been completed at Bent 18. 
.-
3 .• 2 • 1 Bae.k f i lJ _, · · · _ 





' indicator data were available .to determine the effect of the backfi 11 
on the bulkhead. Also, With t~e exception of gage 10 at Bent 18, -all 
sheet piling strain gages that survived pile driving became inoperable 
a few days after driving and before the ba.ckf i 11 was placed. The 
' ' 
\, 
'· ; ' ' 
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resistance of all of the Bent 18 sheet piling strain g~ges, ~cept 
at 1 ocat ion 1 O, dropped to very .1 OJ,J va 1 ues. 
Table 2 gives the SR4 gage data at location 10 noted above. 
-· . -•j\ I• 
Fig. 13 shows the horizoMta1 component of the batter pile 1oad5 
.for the backfilled and surch~rged load conditions at Bents 26E and 
26W. Only one SR4 gage on each flange of the batter piles at Bent 
- . 
18 remained oper'ab1e a few days after installation; therefore,. axial 
I 
loads could not be determined. 
3.2.2 Surch!r9! 
· The slope of the driven sheet piling and deflection changes · 
due to the surcharge loadings on the bulkhead are given in Figs. 14, 
15 and 16. Three complete sets of observations were made. These 
data include results of manually cross-sectioning the coal surcharge 
adjacent to the bulkhead, strain gage, slope indicator and surcharge 
pressure readings. A number of slope indicator readings were made 
without cross-sectioning the coal surcharge simultaneously. These 
data did not indicate any anomalies with other slope indicator 
data, so they are not included. The first slope indicator readings 
taken on July 12, 1962 are used as the base readings. In the 
Analy~is ~nd Discussion section the July 26, 1962 readings were 
used as the base readings. Both sets of data were taken before 
. 
. surcharge was placed in ·the field. 
The profile of the driven sheet piling is shown in the north-
south and east-west,·directions. ··This slope reflects the effect 
of backfi 11 ing the bulkheed at 26E and 26W, but not at Bent 18 • 
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As noted ih Section 3.2.1, the horizontal component of batter. 
pile load~ due to surcharges at Bent 26 is ~iven in Fig. 13. 
3· .3 Wharf Movemerit 
The·movemeht of the top of the $_lope indicator wells is shown 
in Fig. 17. The bulkhead base line was not established until September28, 
1962. This informatton, established by opttcal means (transit and tape), 
is compared to that of the slope indicator considering the l<Mest reading. 
ass fixed point. The lowest point varied; depending on where the well 
broke away fr6m the piling, or where the grboves In the plastic pipe dtd 
·not 1 ine up as at· 26.E. 
3.4 ~urshtrge M!asurem,nt~ 
The manual surcharge measuremehts Were necessary because the 
output of the capacitor transducer did not give consistent results. The 
surcharge loading slO\-/ly and continuously changes; therefore, a monitor 
giving only relative results would ha~e been helpful. 
capacitor trahsducer are not included. 
: .. · 
:,; 
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Cpmg~rison ,of Experimental and Theoretical Resultis 




results for the sheet piling and anchor 0 10ads. Fot the backftll condition 
. ' 
the pfototype anch~r loads; as expected, are equal to or higher than 
calculated values. In addition, the maxi1111.Jm bending moment b·elow the cap 
,, 
is 76 percent l011er than the lo.A1est theoretical value. Fig. 18 gives the - ---- -- , 
-~ 
.. 
complete data.concerning the b.ending of the sheet piling under backfill 
conditions at Bent 18. stnce the backfill ~t Bent 18 was pladed prior to 
taking the tniti~l slope i~dicator readings, the strain g~ge bending moment 
data after driving were taken as the un1oaded condition. ·rheh the initial 
slope indicator data were cot~ected to reflect the chang~ due to backfill~ 
Ing. The slope data from Elev. -10.0 up.could not be corrected because 
after driving the piling an additiohal length of~· d1ameter slope indicator 
pipe was welded to the driven pipe to bring the top of the pipe to Elev. 
+12.0. Apparently, the top of the driven pipe was bent to make the exten-
ston into the concrete forms, thereby a1tering the pipe position. From 
. Fig. ·1a it may be seen that the pdints of maximum bending and zero active 
load are lcwer than expected • 
. ' 
Fig. 19 shOtJs the reactions of the flexible wall at Bent 18 to 
the surcha·r,ge loadings. In general, the derived imposed loads below the cap, 
sh<M that they are considerably less than those computed by classical methods. 
· /., .,, - In contrast, the exp~rimental ly .. derived loads just below and presumably above 
the cap are generally much higher than c~n be accounted for by any method. 
' ' 
·rhis tesults in high sheet piling moments at the cap. 
- - -· . 
',,. 
SinGe analysis of the slope indicator ·data suggests high 1Qads ·-
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. " . for the portion of the wall above Elev. o.o, it would be expecte~ that 
the anchor p}le loads would be even higher than those given by model and 
field studies. Fig. 17 shONS tHat the hol"'izontal components of the axial 
0 
·. 
1-oad on the batter· piles are close to the oa lcu lated values for the sur-
charged condition; however, the bridge support pi 1 ing could provide 
considerable resistance to 1atefa1 mov~~ent ih either the north or south 
directio~. The strai~ g~ge data from the bridge batter piling at Bent ~6 
are not complete as only one gage on the outboard flange of outboard pfle 
functioned; therefore, ~he bending and axial 1o~ds could nbt be determtned. 
On Figs. 18 and 19 the poihts of zeto load were considerably 
lower.than had been expected from resu1ts of model studies (8).' The 
results from the Port of fol$d6 tests by Hakman and Buser (5) indicated l./' 
10\Yer hinge (or zero load) points than expected. Because of this .and the 1 
fact thQt maximum bending morn.ents were lower than the theoretical values, 
they concluded that the ·active pressure was considerably less than assumed. 
In this study the lower hinge and maxtmum moment points were probably 
partially duet~ fixity of the sheet piling in the pile cap. Several feet 
of ZP 38 or H~~ile embedment into pile caps produc~s a jOiht capab~e of 
donsidetable moment transfer (25). Fig. 19 illustrates' this point •. The 
h.ighest moments were at the pi le cap, but complete fixity was not obtained 
because the slope curve was not zero at the.cap line. The slope at the 
' 
· cap increased with each observstion.-· · The point of maximum moment on a 
. beam with unifo~m loading, which has one end fixed and the other end 
' 
· simply supported, isi one-eighth the span closer to the simple support 
' -l' :.;,,:,,.,,.,,.,., ,. 
than that of a unlforMly loaded simple beam ~pah.-
The deflection of the bulkhead at Bent 18 due to the sur·charge, 
as calculated from the smoothed slope curves, are sh()\,\fn in Fig. 19. The 
.•,·I'., 
' .~- - ' ' ··.. ·-- i. 
• 
- ,!· \ 
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17. 
-deflection of the bulkhead on Octobet 19,• 1962, calculated directly from 
the slope data,· is compared to that derived from the smoothed slope cu·rves • 
Figs. 14, 15 and 16 shON the init ia1 slope of the sheet pi 1 ing and deflec-
tion ch.c.1nges at ra·l 1 three sheet pi 1e ob~ervation points.· The initial -J 
. 
slope readihgs were used as the base readings for these figures. The 
difference between the initial reading and the July 26, ·1962 deflection 
curve at Bent 18 was not due to a chan'ge in load cond it i eris at the bent. 
The July 26, 1962 deflection shows an almost straight 1 ine from the cap· 
/ 
downo This is most likely due to the fact that the cap, retaining wa11 
and walkway form an extremely stiff structure with regard to lateral 
movement. Backfi 11 ihg was p'roceeding toward Bent 26 after the July 13, 
1962 (initial) .reading was made at aent 18. Therefore, the top of the 
wharf at Bent 18 moved outward, car~ying the sheet piling with it. At 
Bent 26 -the two instrumented sheet pi 1 ing (26E and 26W) are 6 feet ap~rt. 
~j 
.Somewhat similar results were expected because of this close spacing. 
Fig. 15 sh<111s that the July 26, 1962 slope reading revealed a sheeting 
deflection after the backfi11ingwas completed, as well as s1ight movement ~ 
~-
,. 
at the anchor point. The surcharge deflection readings at 26W are quali-
tatively and quantitatively similar to those at Bent 18. The similarities 
consist of ah apparent southward movement of the cap with sheeting deflec-
t Ion, lower than theoretical poihts of maximum deflection, and the relative 
pos it ion of the sheeting at each obs e rvat ion date. 
The change of deflection in Fig. 16 for inst~umented pile 
·.:--2$,/ sh<Ms a decided difference from either Bent 18 or 26E. Apparently, 
-· 
the slope indicator pipes tore away from the sheeting (at Bent 18~ 
.' -~·3 .o • and at 26W: . -40.0-1 ) due· to driving into hard mater ia 1. HOtrJ-• ,I ' 
• • ' ; . ';. 
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" 
th~.sheeting, while at Bent 18 and 26E the well~ were on the north or· . " 
_,-. .. 
-,--------, 
- - _,..· - ~ 
water side of the sheeting. The east-west profiles of the soheeting show 
·· that at· Bent 18 and .. 26E the sheeting is leaning to the east; but at 26W 
it is leanihg toward the-west. N6rma1 lean of the sheeting would be 
tO\\fard 'the west as the driving progressed from east to west, although this 
is not always the ease. In any event, .the slope indicator data from 26W 
are sufficiently -different ftom the data showh for Bent· 18 and 26E to 
· indicate that some problem apparently has developed and extre~ care must . 
. ,...____,,,..----,. 
. /" 
be exercised in using these data. No further analytical use will be 
made of data from 26W in this study. 
. . It was stated above th~t the concrete structure above the sheet 
and H·piling provided considerable resistance to relative lateral movement. 
Also, it ve~y likely resi•ted rotation above El~v. +2.0 ahd• due to 
resistance of the batter piling to northward movement, actually forced 
the top of the bulkhead to move southward when the sheeting was deflected 
due to active loads. This is illustrated in Figs. 14 and 15, shOV-Jing that 
southerly movement occurred at the anchor point. Fig. 17 shOds the _compari-
son between the deflect-ions at Elev. +10.8 detertniMed by the deflections 
. 
. 
calculated from.slope Indicator data and the ground survey control. 
Although the ba_~e readings of the two methods of determining well movement 
differ, the telative movements ~t ae~t 18 and 26E are similar. These 
movements are in direct c6ntrast to model and other field studies ma.de 
on flexible walls with t·ie~back systems. The above-described·wa11 movement 
· · may res u 1 t in high bend i ng moments · at the cap .and much higher anchor 1 oads 
. and bending moments J n the batter pi 1 i ng .• . ' ( ;, 
t 
• I .'_ • ; • 
' 
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•. I'.. at ·sent -'18. From a 11 ava i 1 ab 1 e data, the stress ' in the pi 1 i ng at E 1 ev. 
.. 
./ 
/,-,• . -~.'• 
, I , 
•45.0 should be very small as'the pile at this elevation is much deeper. 
than required for the fixed earth condition. The.field data indicate th~t 
.. . . ~ 
such is the case, although only information from one flange is available. 
4.3 · Post•D,ri,ving Stres$eS 
The post driving stress condition of the instrumehted piling at 
Bent 18· (as given in Fig. 12) is somewhat surprising •. The data were taken 
within several hours after the pile was driven. 1he wave equation used in 
. determining stresses while the pilihg was beihg driven shows that com-
p.ress ive and tensile stresses do exist during driving. It is possible 
t~at at the termination of driving the pile stresses could vary. Another 
possible cause of moments in the pi le is the fact that the instrumented 
piling is interlocked with the adjacent piling. The adjacent piling may 
be deformed somewhat due to driving, ahd each pile driven thereafter would 
roughly conform to the slope of the p_receding piling, thereby introd~cing 
moments into the piling • I t i s ass urned that i n t i me the ax i a 1 1 oad s w i 11 
• 
dtss ipate. The axial load at Elev ... 55.0 is quite h-rg·h considering that 
the ptltng was driven to Elev. -56.0. 
4.4 Discuss Ion of ~.?<ee.riment~l Q.~~a ,Res.ults 
,1 ' 
.. 
---'--------· - · ··· 4.4.1 SR4 gages. 
. ' ··1 .· 
! .. 
· The SR4>·gage· installations were tntended to prc;>dµce r·eliable data 
... for·an eXtended ,t.ime period -- hopefully more than a year. The zero . 
. drift technique was used and gage resistance checks w~re made (26) • 
. As a result, the SR4 readings are satisfactory until the resistance 
I 
. of the SR4 gages fa 11 s be low 100 megohms. 
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. Sources of error exist ·when the plane at which.measurements are 
0 
to be made is not accurately laid out, and gages are not placed ~n · 
• 
·the extremities of the shape when axial loads and bending moments are 
. 
, 
1 to be determined. 
The SR4 gage data. used in this study are bel teved to be as 
.. 
accurate as information obtained from normal structural laboratory 
studies, assuming proper otientation of the sheet piling. Large 
.. 
. errors which can occur result from twisting of the sheet and H-piling 
during driving. This is a common occurrence and ·can be detected by 
1 the use of rosettes. 
,· . 
/ 
4.4.2 S,1,oe~ Indicator 
Slope indicator r~sults~a~e cl~imed to be s~tisfactory in deter~ 
mining the stress Within a range of 1000•200~ psi when satisfacto~y 
tangents can be drawn from the s1ope curve data (5). In this study, 
·r' 
as with the Port of To1edo study, the accuracy of the moment (stress) 
l'-."f ... 
determination was better where the ilope curve did not change rapidly.· 
From the cap down to Elev. •10.0 the accur~cy of the smoothed slope 
curve is probably one-half that between Elevs. -12.0 and -22.0. 
Regardless of this quantitative inaccuracy, the qualitative indica-
tions such as slope direction are unmistakable. 
It is posslble that when the pl~stic lnner gutde casi~g was 
inserted into the we11s some rotation may have occurred. This 
• J, 
~ould, of course, result in considerable inaccuracy if the rotation 
. .. ., ·/· ·were more than a few degrees. In this study Ottawa sand·was vibrated 





If the sand did not cornplete1y .. f i 11 · the void a 1 imited accuracy . ' . 
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. -ptoblem may tesult bei~use t~e outside diameter of the plastic 
casing is·3-1/41' which leaves little·room for movement within the 
.-
4" diameter pipe. 
r The use of a tors ion devicf;!.- to determine the rotation of the 
inner casing may be necessary to eliminate this problem. 
4.4.3 -syrchar9e -R~essur~ gages 
The, malfunction of these gages experienced in this study are 
prob~bly due more to in~dequate gage prep~ration than anything else. 
The small surface of the transducers (1 cm2) will react to pressure 
from one sand grain.· Since intergranu1ar pressure, as determined from 
a few sand grains, ij rarely indicative ~f the pressure on a square 
foot, a much larger sensing element should have been used. 
.- . 
4.4.4· Ground control 
Ground cohtrols were not est~blished for ·the slope indicator 
wells until the backfilling was complete. The control consisted of 
placi··ng a transit near the shore (east) end ·of the coal fi,eld extension 
along the walkway in front of the bulkhead retaining wall and sighting 
on a- point at the west end of the bulkhead. The point at the west end 
of the bulkhead was established by chaining a set distance from the 
west end of the southerly retatning Wall to a point in front of the 
--bulkhead retaining wa 11. The chained distance was determined ~y 
using the standard methods of tonstant chain tensioh and temperature 
.~orrect ion. 
e 
' ·1 • 
,·. 
.. ,·, 
. • .- ii 
These measurements- are probably -accurate to 1/1611 • 
: ... -'.! 
:·. ,'• ·,: 
. . 
-~-- ---·--··--- .- .. :._,.:_..,, ·-,• ·~". 
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J ' 
- '"·~-7,:···"· "·;..,, ,, 
'. 
, .. , ,. 
•'.: 
.. -_, .. ' ' 
. " ., 
·this study, conducted on a somewhat unusual type of wharf, 
shows that information developed over the past 20 years on m~del .and 
fu11-sca1e t ie...,back type bulkheads Is far- from complete. In keeping with. 
results of other recent tests, the sheet.- pi 1 ing rnbments are considerably 
~ 
~u reduced and anchor loads increased for~backft11ed condition compared to < • I , 
those calculated -~y older mithods. there ate Indications bf ve~y high , 
loads behind the-concrete retaining_ wall and c~p, possibty due to the 
~ovement of the concrete wall i~to the sureh~rge and fill, even though ;-
' th_e batter pi 1 e 1 oads under su r'cha rge did~ not show this. Addi ti ona 1 s 1 o·pe 
• 
. I 
_,;_,,. ,,{ nd i cat or readings ~ i 11 be made in the nea·,. future to determine the changes 
that may have taken-place since 1963. 
The combinatibh of strain gage~_and sl~pe Indicators provtdes 
an excellent system for ehabling investigators to describe bulkhead loads; 
moments and movements. Pr'essure ga~~, ~ga inst the bLI lkhead•s() i 1 i nter'face 
&re desirable, as are methods for dete.rtnintng soi 1 movement in front of 
. 
" 
and bihirid-the bulkhe~d. 
Results of.this and all oth~r fi~ld studt~~ in gr~nular soils 
show that wa11 frictton should be used In the computat·ton of active bulk-
head pressures. 
This study has produced some meaningful inf6rmatlon. o~)y 
. 
several field tests have been conducted to determine bulkhead resistance 
· ·without surcharges. Sinee this is the only known st~~y concerning sur-
charge effects on bulkheads, additional analysis of the slope indicator, 
data at 26E and 26W will be made. 
In cone 1 us ion, it is fe 1 t that Rowe Is and Tschebotar i off I s work -· 
.' ·j 
' ' .. 
.. 1 .. ,_,l' 
r, ... 
-, ,, ·,,t;-·-·'c.c--•4" . ..,,..~.--,-,•• r---·,---·r••••- ··-· -•-•-- •· ·-·--. ----- ~ 
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•· I ·~ 
, I 
'"' 
.. ,-·. _.._, 
:. -------~----
on • IS only th~ ~eginning in 1the effort to design economical 
bulkheads. The non 1 inear subgrade react ion method of des i,gn, a Jong with 
sat is factory SO'i 1 property data, may_ be a proper tool to use in the 
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8 L of ihtetnal fri~tion. I 
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-,, .. 
.¢ · 'L of external or·wall friction,· {J 
... $1 ·L of surcharge 
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Rowe's flexibility number 
lo!ft 
Deflection of sheet piling· 
Anchor load 
,.._ .... 
Dist~nce from ~nchor or top of active press~re to bottom of 
active pressure 
b Distance from bottom of active ptessure to bottom of sheeting 
c · Distance from dredge line o~ soil in front of bulkhead to 
bottom of active p~essure ·~ 
-~ Young's mod~Jus 
I 
~·. L.W. 
Moment of inertia 
Hean low water 
• ' T, ' 
.Maximum positive momeht for design of sheet piling 
Maximum positive moment 7in sheet pi.ling computed by fre~ earth 
support method 
· Unit· active pressure 





Total active pressure 
Tota 1 passive press_u ~e-~ . 
.'! 
Reaction at bottom of active pr-essure 
--~-- ,_ - -- - ~ -~·--· 
t Distance between top of bu1khe~d at the $~Chor and tan~ent to 




Unit weight of soil 
Submerged unit weight of soil 
• 
",.! 
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7 .1 • . ., , Jr Rankin·e-Coulomb Formulas for Earth Pressures in Granular Soi Is CJ 
C C.·· 0 .,.o·. 
.,.--- .... 
'"' ...., u u 
·--- ·-
/ 
0 Pa = unit active pressure 
. ,, '\ 
6j = L of surcharge 
o2 = L of sloping soil in 
:~,, ' 
' ··-· ------
.. . . 
- -
- -co . (0 
. f 
h 













- Pa p 
Unit-Active Pressures 
For Level Top Surface: 
" 
9 = L of internal friction 
=Lofwall friction . 
w = unit weight of soi 1 
Pa= total active pressure 
= total passive pressure 
total height of soil 
i'n active zone 
= total height of soil 
• • 1n passive zone 
AP = anchor 
. . (- _ cos 9 \ 2 2 8 
Without waJl friction: Pa"" whl 1 + sin8/ = wh tan (45°- 2> 
With wall friction: 
For Surcharge: 
Without wall f~iction: 
,, 
With wall friction: 
1 · .. 
. '·(,· ' 
' ' 
. ! .. 
s in 2 (9 0° - e) 
nc [i + I s in ( e + §l COSp ~ COS 
1 + 
s i n 2 ( 9 0° - 9) 
sine sin(e - 61) 
COS01 
2 
= wh 1 cose 
' ,, 
.. 
, . . .
. . 
' .. 
·, ; -. 
I + ~ s in9(cose - cose tano 1) 
cos2e 
cos~ 1+ sin(e + ~~ sin(e - oil 
cos coso 1 
' . 
°'.,, • 
'. ' ' ·,. ·. -~ __ ' . ·:' 
' I .. ~ .. 
, '. ' ' 'I ' ' 
·-. --.-·-.. -'.·_·:_·_.·,'1.-:'..;,;7.,.:J,..'i'.·1~rn:~::.~.~~-':'17i~·-r·r'7,~-;.i~~ .. ~ ·~-¢':!: ... 
2 
2 
_.; __ f, 
,n -
l:' . 
' ' . 
,· ,' ·"· · .. 
. . 
.. i 
£ j 1, _,,, t 
\ ' . 
. 4'. 
Unit Passive Pressures 
' \ 
I .~_--;···1: _··-· . - . 
. ·- . ,, · .. '. ··r· -. ~: - . 
' . !. 
. . ~ . . '. .JI ' 
, .... 
.; . 
). . .. . .., 
·, ' 
For Inclined Surface in Front of Bulkhead: 
Without walJ friction: case 
1 - J s i n 9 ( s i n e - cos 9 tan 6 2) 
7.2 Methods of Calculating·sheet Pile Penetration and Moments 
Free Earth Support: 
Take ~o~ent~ about AP 
for m1n1mum bulkhead length. 
Anchor load AP = Pa - Pp 
", 
Maximum moment at point of 
zero shear 
Fixed Earth Support: 
Most economical depth 
when t = 0 (completely 
fixed) 
Anchor load AP= difference 
between active and passive 
pressures 
Maximum moment at point of 
izero shear 
·, .. r :~ 
..... ' ,.s;-
f, ',' .. •.'(''· 
: ·, i'l' · ,",, ,· •. ;1· ' . i.. 
'· '. ', ~: i ·':-.. ·• ·.: 
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~ost economical depth when 
b + -C = 
-- ·Anchor load Ap = active 
load - R 
6R 
Maximum moment at point of 
zero shea'r ·, 
• 1 
Tschebotarioff Equivalent Beam:* 
Span taken as distance from 
anchor (A) to dredge line 
for momen~ determination. 
Anchor load Ap = active 
load above dredge 
1 i ne - R 
.. _,· .. -• 
.. 




' I \ 
C 
---. ... ~ ... llllail!!!~ R ---..----... 
b 
. ·. ' .. ,•,:_.·.;·:_..~·-.:.~:)/;: ---------' 
Hinge 
f 
a - C = 
Tschebotarioff 
equ i va 1 ent beam 
....... 
_1.;. 
b ·+ C ~ 
· .43 ( a-c) 
: ..... , 
* Tschebotarioff used a level dredge line in his work 
and the position of R for inclined dredge line may 
-· .......... · have to be moved do.11/n s 1 i ght ly. · 
I: 
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Rqwe-t~ F 1 ex i bi 1 i t y Met hod : 
I . . . 
Calculate bending_ moments 
and anchor load by free 
' .. ' eil .. rth su'pport method aod 
then reduce the moment 
due to sheet piling 
flexibility according 




I f M ~s i 9n = • 7 
max 
then Mdes i gn = • 7 Hmax 
' ' 
' 1-- • 
"'-""' ... -·-














Non 1 inear Subgrade React ion Method: 
b ; / 4 ; , S S I . 
Differential equation 






.": . •·· . 
: '!-
. . ; ' ,r I p 
' ' ' 
..... • ' 
; -~.: ' 1'. . . : ' -
-- - --- - --
-.... .... ..... 
* This requires a digital computer using 
numerical procedures to solve the 4th 
order difference equations and proper 
definition (nonlinear) of Pa and Pp 
• 
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At point 0: { ' <?> • 
d : .x2 YJ 
" ha =. -3 arc tan 
·- · Z Rx2 
, 
X2 Y1 Z __ .........., ____ _ 
· (x22 + z2) Rx2 
X 1 y 1 
- arc tan Z Rxl 
X1 Y1 z 
! 
~- . 
Cross section of surcharge 
is broken up into sections 
of x1 - x2 width and Yl 
length. Pressures from 
each element are ·added 
together to ~et total 
pressure at any distance 
and be]()\,,/ surcharge. 
-····''\.-•r::.;_ 
7.4 Calculation of Moment of ZP 38 Sheet Piling from S1ope · 
(Dial Unit) Curve 
d2· t 
m = E I y 
dx2 
_ · ~0 X J06 X 421.2 d2y 
- l.5 X 12 X 1000 X 7200 dx2 
(slope of slope curve) _J 
. d2 
= 97.5 x -:3- ft-kips/ft of wall 
dx ,,_ 
where 7200 is an instrument 
constant and slope curve is 
laid out on dial unit (abscissa) 
and foot (ordinate) basis .• 
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7.5 Calculation of Deflection from Slope lfidicator Data 
' Average distance between slope 
readings is 20 inches. 
Ca1cu1ations referenced to the 
bottom of the sheeting and dial 
_readings are summed from the 
bottom to the top. 
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· TABLE 1 
THEORETICAL AND EX.PERiME.NTAL MAXIMUM BULKHEAD 
MOMENTS BELOW CAP AND ANCHOR LOADS · 








.. . . -
,. 
• . . r 
. - .- ;. ,,~ -




Support_ · Support Equivalent ·seam -· Experimental: 
. 
•Maximum Moment at Bent 18 
Below Cap (ft-kips/ft) 
Backfilled 16.4 at - 9.3t 23.3 at -10.8l 
Backfilled and surch-arged 48.5 at -11.3 1 84.2 at -14.01 
Surcharge only 33.1 at -13.or 
· Anchor Loads (kips/ft) 
Backfilled 




(1) ( ·}4 [ 14 4 1 • p' __a + b _ _25 + 20 x 12 __ 10 ·in: •. 2-/lb· F ex I bi. 1 i ty- No - ------~------




If wall friction, included, moment is 13.4 ft-kips 
If wall friction included, anchor load is 2.2 kips 









9.5r (2) , 12-.8 at -1 l.3 r 
at -11.6t 
-14.3 at -2Q.QL 
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STRESS -CHANGE· ON··-,sou1H ·r:LANGE OF ZP 38 SHEET PILING 




'I ,' ' 
Load Condition 
Su!;pended from crane 
After dr i vin·g 
Bulkhead filled, no surcharge 
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Fig. 3 - Elevation of Coal Field Wharf 
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fig •. 4 - Theor.et i ca 1 Loads and Moments for Bu 1 khead 
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Fig • . 6. - SR4 External Bridge 
on Flange of ZP 38 Sheet Piling 






Fig. 9 - Channels Over 
SR4 Gages and Slope Indicator 







Fig. 8 - Clamped, Shielded 
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Fig. 10 - Location of Instrumentation on Sheet Pi 1 ing · 
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